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EARLY YEARS
BY MILANA MALIAUKAITE
CLASS TEACHER

We welcome all of
our families! We are
very excited to start
the new school
year.
My name is Milana
and I am delighted
to be the early years
teacher. I am also
pleased to welcome
Suzanne and
Yan na as our
classroom
assistants. It has
been a pleasure
meeting all of your
children and we
have already begun
some exciting

We welcome our
preschool students.

learning activities.

Maria Bellmunt Gras
Gemma Ruiz Molina
Ximena Ramirez
Ramirez
Guifre Orti Droguet
Norah Wright
Silivia Bellmunt Gras
Lucia Munoz
Amalia Moreno
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LOWER PRIMARY
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BY HELEN SMART

We have had a busy

On Monday we did

week getting to

PE in the garden

know each other. In

with Christopher,

our class we have

and on Wednesday

twelve children in

we went to the park

Year 1, 2 and 3. Our

with the other

class teacher is

primary class to

Helen and our

play team games, so

teaching assisstant

we're quite tired!

is called Ellen. She
is from Canada.
We've spent some
time in the garden

We have been

this week observing

trying to work out if

and drawing the

snails can see, hear

snails.We've been

and smell like we

trying to work out if

can.

they can smell and
hear and see like
we can.
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UPPER PRIMARY
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BY HARMONY RUTHERFORD

It has been an

A little about

exciting first week in

Harmony: I was born

our classroom.We

in New Zealand, but I

have spent time

moved to Australia

getting to know each

when I was young, so

other and building

I call myself an

new friendships. All

Aussie. I have loved

our students enjoyed

getting to know all

going to the library

the students and am

and playing in the

looking forward to an

local park this week.

exciting year of
learning ahead.
A little about Stef:

I am from Italy. I like
being in The
IRSchool and joining
in to see the
students'
development.
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Introducing
Harmony, Stef and
most importantly…
THE BEST
HORSES!
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SECONDARY
BY ALL STUDENTS

Meet the Students:

Teachers:

Adrian; I'm 14, I love

Welcome to the new

technology and
bothering my sister.

scholastic year. My name is
Christopher Schembri and
I originally come from

Judit; I'm 13. I love

Malta. I have been

playing the piano and

teaching for the past 20

reading.

years! I am very happy
about starting at The

Eric; I'm 13. I love rugby

International Rural School.

and I'm not religious.

Something particular

Andrea; I'm 13. I love

teach in a school for the

being with friends and
playing with dogs.
Nuria; I'm 12. I love
reading and going out
with friends.
Irene; I'm 12. I like
dancing and calling my
friends.
Sara; I'm 12. I love playing
football and reading.
Salma; I'm 12. I enjoy
riding horses and
learning languages.
Silvia; I'm 12. I love
reading and I love being
with my sisters and dogs.
Paris; I'm a vegeterian.
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about me is that I used to
blind, and I know how to
read and write Braille.
My name is Jack Blount, I
am from Coventry, UK. I
love to teach about
culture, the world and
biology. I like to rock

We are secondary
students, we are:

climb, run and acting. This

Adrian, Judit, Eric,

is my second time

Andrea, Núria,

teaching in Spain and am

Irene, Sara, Salma,

very excited about
continue in Catalunya!

Sílvia and Paris

